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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1 Conclusion 

 Penguton dance is one of the heritage cultures that still exists until now 

and contain of culture created by H. Bakhri in 1889. The elements of a dance are 4 

elements such as Wiraga, Wirama, Wirasa, and Wirupa. All of the elements are 

included in a Penguton dance, and it becomes the potencies as cultural tourism 

attraction. First, Wiraga related with the movement of this dance has a lot of value 

of culture and it describes the princess from each marga. Second, Wirama related 

with the rhythm and instrument. Penguton dance has simple rhythm and monoton 

make this dance become interesting and unique. Thirs, Wirasa related with the 

expression, because of the character of this dance is a princess, so the dancer 

should smile while dancing. And the last is Wirupa related with the appearance of 

a dancer. In Penguton dance, the nine dancers have different accessories, costume 

and property, it makes this dance more unique and different from others. the 

uniqueness, the function and the background of this dance also make this dance 

become more potential as cultural tourism attraction. The uniqueness can attract 

the tourist which can be seen from the elements of a dance. The function of this 

dance is to welcome an honour guest. 

 From the explanation above,  the writer concludes that Penguton dance has 

potencies to become tourism attraction by considering the elements of a dance. 

 

5.2 Suggestions 

The writer suggests to all people who are concerned with Penguton dance 

1. The writer suggests to the Government especially for the Regent of OKI 

regency, to keep this dance and perform every year and preserve this dance 

as one of the heritage culture and as the precious one not to be lost. 
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2. The writer suggests to all the citizen in Kayuagung that to know about 

heritage culture in our cities is important. So, we can promote it to the 

tourists. 

3. For the institution that relates with the promotion is to make a book to give 

the source of information to the tourists and for the citizen. So, it can help 

the tourists and the citizen understand about Penguton dance. 


